Abstract: Surveillance videos contain a considerable amount of data, wherein interesting information to the user is sparsely distributed. Researchers construct video synopsis that contain key information extracted from a surveillance video for efficient browsing and analysis. Geospatial-temporal information of a surveillance video plays an important role in the efficient description of video content. Meanwhile, current approaches of video synopsis lack the introduction and analysis of geospatial-temporal information. Owing to the preceding problems mentioned, this paper proposes an approach called "surveillance video synopsis in GIS". Based on an integration model of video moving objects and GIS, the virtual visual field and the expression model of the moving object are constructed by spatially locating and clustering the trajectory of the moving object. The subgraphs of the moving object are reconstructed frame by frame in a virtual scene. Results show that the approach described in this paper comprehensively analyzed and created fusion expression patterns between video dynamic information and geospatial-temporal information in GIS and reduced the playback time of video content.
Introduction
Surveillance cameras are globally used, and a considerable amount of surveillance videos are collected daily. Surveillance data are extensively used in many fields, such as security, transportation, and environmental monitoring for data analysis, status detection, abnormality warning, and other related functions. Video surveillance data are characterized by a considerable amount of data with sparsely distributed valuable information, which hinders effective real-time analysis of video data. Video synopsis construction [1] is a commonly used method for extracting valuable information from massive video data. Video synopsis is implemented via moving object detection and tracking technology [2, 3] , efficient extraction of dynamic video information, analysis and expression through intensive storage of moving objects, and foreground and background reorganization of video scenes. Current methods for video synopsis creation focus on the analysis of video images, but geospatial-temporal information should also be applied. Surveillance cameras have spatial association with a geographic scene [4] by storing information of spatial-temporal properties within a geographic space. Although geospatial-temporal information independently exists from video images, a few sections, such as video location, camera visual field, and geospatial direction, play important roles in the effective and complete description of the video content [5] . Introducing geospatial-temporal information as key video information in the extraction and analysis of valuable we introduce related work in four aspects: video moving objects storage, fusion of GIS and video, classification of video synopsis, and optimization of video moving object expression in video synopsis.
The storage model of video moving objects is created to define the information of moving objects that needs to be stored, thereby providing a basis for further analysis. The method of Ji et al. [16] is simple; their model only stores image coordinates of the center point in every moving object subgraph per video frame, and these image coordinates are recorded as the trajectory of the moving object. Puletic et al. [6] recorded the spatial-temporal trajectory information of a single moving object as follows: object number, spatial position, outer border length and width, and number of pixels in the subgraph of an object. Apart from object number, information was recorded frame-by-frame. Sun et al. [17] defined the elements of a moving object storage model as follows: time of appearance, the set of outer borders, the set of spatial-temporal trajectories, and the set of motion velocities. Chiang et al. [18] defined the storage model as initial time, time of disappearance, occurrence of video frame group, the minimum width and height of circumscribed rectangles in an object, and the area of object subgraph. Chen et al. [19] also proposed the following record model to address the problems related to the extraction of spatial-temporal position of moving objects in a camera network: object number, object entry and exit time, trajectories of the object captured by the multiple cameras, appearance of the objects, and topological relationship of the camera network.
The purpose of fusion between video and GIS is to uniformly express video information from different geographical locations. The realization method fuses video and GIS according to a virtual scene model, in which video information is displayed in a geospatial position inside the visual field of a camera [20, 21] . According to the differences of mapping modes, the fusion method in surveillance video and virtual scene is divided into two categories: GIS-video image fusion and GIS-video object fusion. GIS-video image fusion directly shows the video image according to camera parameters in the corresponding position of a virtual scene [22] . This fusion method is easily implemented, but lacks analysis of video contents, which results in insufficient information on video-GIS integration. GIS-video object fusion combines video background and video moving objects in a geographic space [23] . Based on the differences of video moving objects formation in a virtual scene, GIS-video object fusion can be divided into different subclasses, such as foreground and background scene independent projection [14, 24] , foreground projection [15] , and foreground abstract projection [25] .
Different kinds of video synopses are mainly divided into three categories according to their fusion expression patterns: static video synopsis, dynamic video synopsis, and mixed video synopsis. Static video synopsis [26, 27] combines moving object subgraphs from key frames into static background images. Dynamic video synopsis is classified into paragraph splicing and object fitting. Paragraph splicing [28, 29] splits spatial-temporal pixels into different video image areas from different time passages to create a short video as video synopsis. Object fitting [30, 31] dynamically adapts moving object subgraphs to the video background to create a short video synopsis. Mixed video synopsis [17] is a combination of static and dynamic video synopsis. This method uses static video synopsis for video segmentation and dynamic video synopsis for video content description in each sub-paragraph. In summary, the current approaches on video synopsis use rasterized images as the display platform for frame interception or dynamic information re-combination in the original video and generate a multi-map or a short video.
Display optimization of moving objects in a video synopsis includes the optimization of the moving objects' ontology, display sequence, and spatial-temporal position. Ontology optimization of a moving object improves its generating efficiency in a video synopsis. This optimization is typically performed through the hybrid coding method [32] , compressed domain reconstruction method [33] , and parallel method to accelerate read access in moving object information [34] . Optimization of the moving object display sequence improves the order and display duration of the moving objects in a concentrated expression process and helps to understand the temporal structure and interaction of the moving objects in the original video. Typical methods for display sequence optimization include the multi-constraint conditional ordering method [1] and the timeline correction method [35] .
Optimization of the moving objects' spatial-temporal position reduces the display collision of moving objects during concentrated expression. Typical methods for spatial-temporal positioning optimization include the sub-channel offset method [36] and the moving area expansion method [37] . Under many circumstances, ontology optimizations of moving objects and display sequence simultaneously exist. A few methods create unified processing of the two optimizations, such as methods based on maximum posteriori probability estimation [38] , energy minimization equation [39, 40] , and set theory [41] . The preceding methods are carried out based on the mathematical models to optimize the location and occurrence time of moving objects in a video and account for the temporal structure and spatial correlation of the moving objects in a video synopsis.
Surveillance Video Synopsis in GIS
Surveillance video synopsis in GIS is implemented based on the integration of moving objects and GIS. This section describes the main process of surveillance video synopsis in GIS and provides details for the technical implementation of each step (as shown in Figure 1 ), including georeferencing and clustering of moving objects, virtual field construction, moving object display trajectory generation, and moving object expression. expansion method [37] . Under many circumstances, ontology optimizations of moving objects and display sequence simultaneously exist. A few methods create unified processing of the two optimizations, such as methods based on maximum posteriori probability estimation [38] , energy minimization equation [39, 40] , and set theory [41] . The preceding methods are carried out based on the mathematical models to optimize the location and occurrence time of moving objects in a video and account for the temporal structure and spatial correlation of the moving objects in a video synopsis.
Surveillance video synopsis in GIS is implemented based on the integration of moving objects and GIS. This section describes the main process of surveillance video synopsis in GIS and provides details for the technical implementation of each step (as shown in Figure 1 ), including georeferencing and clustering of moving objects, virtual field construction, moving object display trajectory generation, and moving object expression. 
Extraction and Clustering of Moving Objects
Video synopsis expresses moving objects in a short period of time. The trajectories of moving objects are cluttered and random. The expression of the subgraphs of moving objects in a virtual scene causes problems, such as subgraph crowding, confusion, and other issues, which hinder users' effective understanding of video content. The expression of moving objects should be simplified to provide visual-friendly video synopsis results. According to the extraction and spatial mapping of the trajectories of moving objects, trajectories are classified according to the geospatial direction of their entries and exits in the field of view of cameras. Trajectories with similar geospatial directions are then clustered and used as the basis for the construction of video synopsis.
Extraction of Moving Objects
The content of extracted information on moving objects includes spatial-temporal information and sub-graphs in video frames. The specific steps include moving object detection, tracking, and storage.
As our video synopsis method is implemented in an outdoor scene, the video background is relatively stable. Therefore, the background subtraction method is used for moving object detection. The background subtraction method makes use of the subtraction image between the current and the background image to detect moving objects. The key is to learn to build the background model. The background model is defined as B, and the set of grayscale maps for video images is defined as V: 
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As our video synopsis method is implemented in an outdoor scene, the video background is relatively stable. Therefore, the background subtraction method is used for moving object detection. The background subtraction method makes use of the subtraction image between the current and the background image to detect moving objects. The key is to learn to build the background model. The background model is defined as B, and the set of grayscale maps for video images is defined as V:
where Z t denotes the gray-scale map for a video frame image. The background model B is initialized as follows:
By learning from each video frame image, the background model B is recursively updated as follows:
where B t denotes the updated result of the background model after adaptive learning from the tth video frame image in the learning rate as α(α∈{0,1}⊂R). After completing the learning from all video frame images, the video background model B is substituted by B t . The subtraction I n between each video frame image Z n and background model B is considered the foreground region:
when the foreground region I n is obtained from different video frames, we use the blob-based tracking algorithm to track each moving object [42] . We obtain the attributes of the moving object, such as moving speed, position, motion trajectory, and acceleration [43] . Subsequently, the corresponding storage model is constructed to record the moving object information. The general representation of the moving object storage model is shown as follows:
where O denotes the set of information of a moving object, and C denotes the set of position information of the moving object in each frame. F denotes the sub-image in each frame of the moving object, the relevant attributes, and other collected data. f 1 i , f 2 i , . . . denote the moving objects in each frame with different characteristics. S comprises all moving object subgraphs within a period of time. I (i,j) denotes a single moving object subgraph in the jth frame of the ith moving object. The detection, tracking, and storage of the moving object are implemented in the openCV runtime library, which has been integrated in the VideoGIS platform.
Georeferencing of Moving Object Trajectory
The geospatial mapping matrix of the image should be constructed to effectively mark the trajectory in the geographic space [44] . Based on the assumption that the ground in the camera's visual field is flat, we denote the mapping matrix as M. The trajectory of the moving object is mapped onto the geographic space through M, and the moving object trajectory is set as Taj:
where T i denotes the geospatial trajectory of each moving object, t i denotes each geospatial coordinate of the spatio-temporal sampling point of the moving object, N denotes the number of moving objects, and n denotes the number of sampling points of a single moving object. Obtaining Taj requires the construction of mapping model M, which could map the moving object trajectory Taj img from the image space to the geographical space:
The mapping model M is established using the homography matrix method. The relationship between the geospatial coordinate system and the image space coordinate system is shown in Figure 2 . The center of the station is denoted by C, the image space coordinate system is denoted by O i , X i , Y i , and the geospatial coordinate system is denoted by O g , X g ,Y g , Z g . Based on the assumption that q is a point in the image spatial coordinate system, Q is a point in the geographic coordinate system, q and Q are a pair of points with the same name:
Let the homography matrix be M such that the relationship between q and Q is:
M is represented as follows:
M has six unknowns; thus, at least three pairs of image and geospatial points should be determined to solve M. When M is determined, the coordinates of any point in the geographic space can be solved:
Clustering of Moving Object Trajectories
Classifying the trajectories prior to video synopsis is necessary to distinguish the moving object trajectories with different geographical directions. We employ the QT clustering method instead of prior knowledge classification to facilitate the application of the trajectory classification results to different scenes. The QT clustering method does not need a pre-specified number of clusters.
In this paper, the geospatial location of the entrance and exit of the trajectory is selected as the clustering target. The set of moving object trajectories Ψ is solved based on moving object trajectories, Ti. For ∀Ti, we mark its entry/exit point as t(i,0)/t(i,n), and the center point of the camera's quadrilateral view as tcen. We still mark all trajectory entries as ten and all trajectory exits as tex, which are defined as follows: Based on the assumption that q is a point in the image spatial coordinate system, Q is a point in the geographic coordinate system, q and Q are a pair of points with the same name:
In this paper, the geospatial location of the entrance and exit of the trajectory is selected as the clustering target. The set of moving object trajectories Ψ is solved based on moving object trajectories, T i . For ∀T i , we mark its entry/exit point as t (i,0) /t (i,n) , and the center point of the camera's quadrilateral view as t cen . We still mark all trajectory entries as t en and all trajectory exits as t ex , which are defined as follows:
As shown in Figure 3 , the angle α between the two exit/entry points t (i1,0) , t (i2,0) of two moving objects and the center point of the camera's quadrilateral view t cen is used as the track entry/exit similarity measurement between different trajectories. This angle could effectively set the object trajectories with similar geographical directions and movement trends into the same cluster. The elements in t en and t ex are clustered. α is defined as follows:
The clustering radius angle threshold is denoted as α thr . We use the QT clustering algorithm [45] to cluster trajectory entries and exits. Finally, the trajectory entry and exit clusters are obtained as Ψ en and Ψ ex , respectively. Clusters Ψ en and Ψ ex are matched with the trajectory of the same number. The set of moving object trajectories Ψ is defined as follows:
where κ denotes the number of trajectories obtained in the matching of clusters, and ρ denotes the number of trajectory elements in the εth class. Based on trajectory clustering, the expression of the moving object subgraph set S changes to the following form:
where S λ denotes the set of all moving object subgraphs in the λth trajectory cluster, S (λ,ε) denotes the subgraph set of the εth moving object in the λth trajectory cluster, and υ ε denotes the number of subgraphs for a single moving object. as Ψen and Ψex, respectively. Clusters Ψen and Ψex are matched with the trajectory of the same number. The set of moving object trajectories Ψ is defined as follows:
where Sλ denotes the set of all moving object subgraphs in the λth trajectory cluster, S(λ,ε) denotes the subgraph set of the εth moving object in the λth trajectory cluster, and υε denotes the number of subgraphs for a single moving object. 
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Video Synopsis in Virtual Scene
The following steps are necessary to distinguish the moving objects from different clusters and show the geographic direction of the moving object trajectories in the process of video synopsis: generating the virtual field of vision, constructing the trajectory fitting centerline, taking the trajectory cluster with the geography direction as the basic expression unit, and constructing a specific expression model for video synopsis expression in a virtual geographic scene.
Virtual Field of Vision Generation
The virtual field of vision, which includes the geospatial horizon generation and virtual perspective generation of the camera, should be generated to fully and accurately express video 
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Virtual Field of Vision Generation
The virtual field of vision, which includes the geospatial horizon generation and virtual perspective generation of the camera, should be generated to fully and accurately express video synopsis in a virtual geographic scene.
The method of camera geospatial horizon generation is as follows. Based on the mapping matrix M and the assumption of flat ground in the horizon of the camera, the four corner points in an image space, namely Local visualization of the virtual scene dynamically represents moving objects through virtual perspective generation. The virtual scene view selection method is shown as follows. Based on the geospatial position and altitude of the surveillance camera, visual effects are created by selecting the appropriate virtual camera position and viewing angle in the virtual scene. Through field measurement of the scene elevation Z 0 and the geospatial position of the camera,
From the mapping matrix M, the mean point t cen = (X cen ,Y cen ,Z 0 ) of the center point of the image in the geographic scene is obtained. The viewing angle of the virtual scene is denoted as view field angle (VFA). The minimum value of VFA as VFA min (as shown Figure 4 ) should be determined to ensure that the view of the camera is included in the virtual scene:
where b i denotes the edge point of the horizon polygon, t cam denotes the camera locator in the virtual scene, and vector (t cam , t cen ) denotes the centerline of the virtual camera. The scene view angle VFA is (VFA ≥ VFA min ), and the virtual perspective is displayed in the geographic scene as the background of video synopsis.
where bi denotes the edge point of the horizon polygon, tcam denotes the camera locator in the virtual scene, and vector (tcam, tcen) denotes the centerline of the virtual camera. The scene view angle VFA is (VFA ≥ VFAmin), and the virtual perspective is displayed in the geographic scene as the background of video synopsis. 
Trajectory Fitting Centerline Generation
The trajectory fitting centerline method is applied and used as the common display trajectory to express moving objects from the same cluster and differentiate the moving objects from different trajectory clusters.
The trajectory cluster number is denoted as λ. The number of the moving object ε is sequentially taken from 0 to ρ to obtain the set of subgraphs as {S(λ,0), …, S(λ,ρ)}. Then, the number of subgraph j is sequentially taken from 0 to υε in each subgraph set I((λ,ε),j) and displayed in a virtual scene. By completing the construction of the trajectory cluster fitting centerline, the moving object subgraphs are dynamically displayed on the trajectory fitting centerline. The method is carried out as follows: each moving object trajectory cluster is marked as cλ and the corresponding fitting centerline as PLλ, as shown in Figure 5 . PLλ is defined as follows:
where t(λ,start) is denoted as the start point of the center line, t(λ,end) is denoted as the end point of the 
The trajectory cluster number is denoted as λ. The number of the moving object ε is sequentially taken from 0 to ρ to obtain the set of subgraphs as {S (λ,0) , . . . , S (λ,ρ) }. Then, the number of subgraph j is sequentially taken from 0 to υ ε in each subgraph set I ((λ,ε),j) and displayed in a virtual scene. By completing the construction of the trajectory cluster fitting centerline, the moving object subgraphs are dynamically displayed on the trajectory fitting centerline. The method is carried out as follows: each moving object trajectory cluster is marked as c λ and the corresponding fitting centerline as PL λ , as shown in Figure 5 . PL λ is defined as follows:
where t (λ,start) is denoted as the start point of the center line, t (λ,end) is denoted as the end point of the fitting centerline, and cof λ is denoted as the fitting centerline polynomial coefficient set. Factor σ (λ,i) is denoted as the fitting polynomial coefficient set, and O is denoted as the order of the fitting polynomial. Factors t (λ,start) and t (λ,end) are obtained by calculating the gravity of all the entries and exits in each trajectory cluster:
where co f λ,ε is obtained by the least squares polynomial fitting of the geospatial position of each sampling point in each trajectory for the current trajectory cluster. Variable co f λ,ε is defined as follows:
where ρ is the number of elements for the trajectory cluster c λ . The elements σ( λ,ε,i ) in the trajectory fitting coefficients cof (λ,ε) and elements σ (λ,i) of the corresponding fitting centerline polynomial are obtained. Then, the fitting centerline coefficients cof λ are obtained: 
Expression of Video Moving Object
During the display of the moving object subgraph I((λ,ε),j), display position should be considered in the virtual geographic scene and in the display synchronization between subgraphs from different moving objects. For each moving object subgraph I((λ,ε),j), we denote P((λ,ε),j) as its position in the virtual geographic scene. P((λ,ε),j) is calculated as follows:
where λ denotes the number of trajectory cluster, N denotes the number of sampling points displayed on the cluster fitting centerline, υ denotes the number of moving object subgraphs, j denotes the number of subgraphs for the specified moving object, and [...] denotes the left rounding process. Different video moving objects must be synchronously displayed to reduce display frames and enhance the efficiency of video information expression. The display synchronization of video moving object subgraphs includes the synchronization of different moving objects within the same trajectory cluster and from different trajectory clusters. Two parameters are introduced to effectively address the preceding problems mentioned, namely object display synchronization rate (ODSR) and clusters display synchronization rate (CDSR), which are different subgraph display modes. ODSR represents the display synchronization rate of different moving object subgraphs in a single trajectory cluster, and CDSR represents the display synchronization rate of the moving object 
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The minimum display frame interval number µ is an interactive definition parameter. Subgraphs I ((λ,ε0),j) , I ((λ,ε0 + 1),j) are displayed in the virtual scene when the value of µ is determined, and the actual frame interval number between two moving object subgraphs in the same trajectory, which is denoted as µ (λ, (ε0,ε0 + 1)) (Figure 6 ), is calculated as follows:
where υ ε denotes the number of subgraphs for the εth moving object, and υ (ε + 1) denotes the number of frame subgraphs for the (ε + 1)th moving object. the actual frame interval number between two moving object subgraphs in the same trajectory, which is denoted as μ(λ, (ε0,ε0 + 1)) ( Figure 6 ), is calculated as follows:
where υε denotes the number of subgraphs for the εth moving object, and υ(ε + 1) denotes the number of frame subgraphs for the (ε + 1)th moving object. 
Experimental Results
Through the programming experiment, the visualization effect and the timing compression rate of the surveillance video synopsis in GIS were analyzed. The sources of experimental data are as follows: the virtual geographic scene model was constructed by combining real-world images captured with manual 3D modeling while determining the camera position and camera field of view, as shown in Figure 7 . The resolution of the experimental video is 1440 × 1080, with a total of 8045 frames. The experimental results are shown in the ArcScene control for visual expression. 
Through the programming experiment, the visualization effect and the timing compression rate of the surveillance video synopsis in GIS were analyzed. The sources of experimental data are as follows: the virtual geographic scene model was constructed by combining real-world images captured with manual 3D modeling while determining the camera position and camera field of view, as shown in Figure 7 . The resolution of the experimental video is 1440 × 1080, with a total of 8045 frames. The experimental results are shown in the ArcScene control for visual expression.
Clustering of Moving Object Trajectories
Based on the implementation of the geospatial mapping of the moving object trajectories (Figure 8) , we cluster the moving target trajectories by applying the QT clustering algorithm. We set the clustering radius threshold of the trajectory entry/exit as αthr = 22.5°. Trajectories with the same entry and exit clustering number are clustered with similar trajectories, as shown in Figure 9 (yellow points represent entries, blue points represent exits). From the results of trajectory clustering, clusters calculated from the QT algorithm have a clear geographic direction. For example, cluster number one represents a set of moving objects moving from west to east, cluster number two represents a set of moving objects moving from southwest to east, cluster number three represents a set of moving objects moving from east to west, and cluster number four represents a set of moving objects moving from the east to southwest. The trajectory clustering extracts moving object trajectories with similar geographic direction, which is beneficial to the discrimination of moving objects in the video synopsis process. 
Based on the implementation of the geospatial mapping of the moving object trajectories (Figure 8) , we cluster the moving target trajectories by applying the QT clustering algorithm. We set the clustering radius threshold of the trajectory entry/exit as α thr = 22.5 • . Trajectories with the same entry and exit clustering number are clustered with similar trajectories, as shown in Figure 9 (yellow points represent entries, blue points represent exits). From the results of trajectory clustering, clusters calculated from the QT algorithm have a clear geographic direction. For example, cluster number one represents a set of moving objects moving from west to east, cluster number two represents a set of moving objects moving from southwest to east, cluster number three represents a set of moving objects moving from east to west, and cluster number four represents a set of moving objects moving from the east to southwest. The trajectory clustering extracts moving object trajectories with similar geographic direction, which is beneficial to the discrimination of moving objects in the video synopsis process. 
Visualization of Surveillance Video Synopsis in GIS
For each trajectory cluster, we separately search for the centerline and display it in the virtual geographic scene, along with its corresponding moving object subgraphs, as shown in Figure 10 . In the case of the minimum display frame interval number μ = 20, the synchronization parameters ODSR and CDSR values, as well as the corresponding video synopsis results, are obtained ( Figure  11 ). Figure 11a shows the movement of the moving objects from east to west in the geographic space, and Figure 11b shows the moving objects in the geographic space. Figure 11c shows the moving objects in different directions individually displayed in accordance with their trajectory cluster. Figure 11d shows the moving objects in different directions, which are displayed in accordance with their trajectory cluster. Furthermore, when ODSR = 1 and CDSR = 0, the video synopsis result is obtained by taking different values of the minimum number of interval frames ( Figure 12 ). 
For each trajectory cluster, we separately search for the centerline and display it in the virtual geographic scene, along with its corresponding moving object subgraphs, as shown in Figure 10 . In the case of the minimum display frame interval number µ = 20, the synchronization parameters ODSR and CDSR values, as well as the corresponding video synopsis results, are obtained ( Figure 11 ). Figure 11a shows the movement of the moving objects from east to west in the geographic space, and Figure 11b shows the moving objects in the geographic space. Figure 11c shows the moving objects in different directions individually displayed in accordance with their trajectory cluster. Figure 11d shows the moving objects in different directions, which are displayed in accordance with their trajectory cluster. Furthermore, when ODSR = 1 and CDSR = 0, the video synopsis result is obtained by taking different values of the minimum number of interval frames ( Figure 12 ). The visualization results between our approach and the image spatial video synopsis without trajectory clustering (Figure 13a ) are compared to illustrate the superiority of our approach (Figure 13b ). In comparison with the original approaches, video synopsis in GIS has the following advantages:
(1) On the basis of georeferencing, the moving objects can be classified according to their geographical directions of the trajectory, which cannot be accurately carried out in image space. (2) There are definite display intervals and timing structural relationship between the moving objects, which avoids the crowding of the video moving objects. (3) Objects' moving trajectories can be directly viewed and analyzed along with other geospatial targets in the geographic scene. The visualization results between our approach and the image spatial video synopsis without trajectory clustering (Figure 13a ) are compared to illustrate the superiority of our approach (Figure 13b ). In comparison with the original approaches, video synopsis in GIS has the following advantages:
(1) On the basis of georeferencing, the moving objects can be classified according to their geographical directions of the trajectory, which cannot be accurately carried out in image space. (2) There are definite display intervals and timing structural relationship between the moving objects, which avoids the crowding of the video moving objects. (3) Objects' moving trajectories can be directly viewed and analyzed along with other geospatial targets in the geographic scene.
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Evaluation of the Timing Compression Rate
In comparison to the original video, video synopsis has reduced playback time, which can be evaluated by comparing the ratio frequency between the frame number of moving object subgraphs and the original video frames. The specific evaluated content is divided into two levels: one analyzes each factor with reduction effects, and the second compares the different types of factors 
In comparison to the original video, video synopsis has reduced playback time, which can be evaluated by comparing the ratio frequency between the frame number of moving object subgraphs and the original video frames. The specific evaluated content is divided into two levels: one analyzes each factor with reduction effects, and the second compares the different types of factors in different modes of expression with reduction effects. The specific method is as follows:
The frame number of the original video is marked as N ori , the expressing frame number of each subgraph is N (λ,ε) (λ = 1, 2, . . . , κ), and the two temporary nearby objects in the same trajectory cluster have the frame interval as µ (λ,(ε,ε + 1)) (ε = 0, . . . , ρ). Based on the preceding description provided, λ is the serial number of the trajectory, ε is the serial number of a moving object, κ is the number of the trajectory clusters, and ρ is the number of moving objects in the current cluster. By comparing the frame compression ratio in different moving object subgraph display modes, the length reduction performance is analyzed by using CDSR and ODSR. By comparing multiple µ values, the constrained frame compression ratio of the video for different moving object subgraph display modes, as well as the minimum number of intervals performed during the video synopsis, are analyzed.
From Table 2 , when ODSR = 0, the moving objects of each trajectory cluster are separately displayed in the virtual scene. Under this circumstance, parameter µ is meaningless; hence, examining the video frame compression rate in two cases (CDSR = 0 and CDSR = 1) is necessary. When ODSR = 1, all the clusters are independently and simultaneously expressed in the virtual scene. At this point, the video frame compression rate should be calculated under different values of µ. The results are shown in Table 3 . Table 2 . Calculation method of frame compression rate of video synopsis. Table 3 shows that the surveillance video synopsis in GIS significantly reduces display frame duration. Specifically, regardless of the ODSR value and µ, the frame compression ratio of CDSR = 0 is always higher than the rate of CDSR = 1. Regardless of how the value of CDSR is taken, the frame compression rate of video synopsis always increases with the decrease of µ.
Evaluation of the Accuracy of Moving Object Retrieval
Video synopsis extracts moving objects from the original video and displays them in another form. Determining whether the moving objects in the video synopsis are similar to the objects from the original video is necessary. In this section, we quantitatively analyze this problem by proposing two characteristics, namely, the recall rate on trajectories and the match accuracy between the trajectory and the trajectory cluster. In our experiment, four trajectory clusters and 65 trajectories are extracted from the original video.
The recall rate on trajectories is put forward to check whether all the original trajectories have been assigned to the trajectory clusters in the process of trajectory clustering as follows:
where N clu denotes the number of trajectories in all trajectory clusters and N ori denotes the number of trajectories extracted from the original video. After substituting the corresponding data, we obtain η = 98.5%, which is acceptable. The match accuracy between the trajectory and the trajectory cluster is put forward to determine whether each of the original trajectories has been precisely assigned to the appropriate trajectory cluster. By traversing the set of all original trajectories and trajectory clusters, the match accuracy on each pair of trajectory and trajectory cluster is calculated. The calculation includes the following three steps: (1) construction of the trajectory cluster fitting boundary, (2) coincidence calculation between the trajectory and the trajectory cluster, and (3) determination of the match accuracy situation.
The construction of the trajectory cluster fitting boundary is carried out as follows. For a trajectory cluster C λ , its fitting boundary line PL (λ,side) is defined as follows:
PL (λ,side) = {t (λ,side,start) , t (λ,side,end) , cof (λ,side) } (side = {left,right}),
where side denotes the left/right direction of the trajectory cluster, t (λ,side,start) denotes the start point of the fitting boundary line, t (λ,side,end) denotes the end point of the fitting boundary line, cof (λ,side) denotes the polynomial coefficients of the fitting boundary line, and σ (λ,i) refers to the polynomial coefficients in different orders. The left/right scatter curves T (λ,left) /T (λ,right) of the trajectory cluster C λ are calculated using the boundary line offset method for all trajectories in the trajectory cluster C λ (as shown in Figure 14 ) to obtain these parameters. Then, the polynomial coefficients of the fitting boundary line are calculated on the scatter curve. are calculated using the boundary line offset method for all trajectories in the trajectory cluster Cλ (as shown in Figure 14 ) to obtain these parameters. Then, the polynomial coefficients of the fitting boundary line are calculated on the scatter curve. The coincidence calculation between the trajectory and the trajectory cluster is carried out as follows: The fitting line of trajectory L is calculated and the polynomial coefficients are obtained as follows:
where σ(L,i) refers to the polynomial coefficients in different orders. Then, the abstract distance between the fitting trajectory line and the fitting boundary line is calculated as follows: 
where β is a pre-specified threshold, and cof(λ,side) could be either left or right.
For each pair of trajectory and trajectory cluster, three types of situations could highlight match accuracy: "true positive," "true negative," and "false positive." "True positive" means that the trajectory positively belongs to this trajectory cluster and that it has been assigned to this trajectory cluster. "True negative" indicates that the trajectory negatively belongs to this trajectory cluster but that it has been assigned to this trajectory cluster. "False positive" means that the 
where σ (L,i) refers to the polynomial coefficients in different orders. Then, the abstract distance between the fitting trajectory line and the fitting boundary line is calculated as follows:
If the following conditions are satisfied, then trajectory L and trajectory cluster C λ are considered to be matched: dis(cof (λ,side) ,cof L )/dis(cof (λ,left) ,cof (λ,right) ) ≤ β (β < 1, side = {left,right}),
where β is a pre-specified threshold, and cof (λ,side) could be either left or right.
For each pair of trajectory and trajectory cluster, three types of situations could highlight match accuracy: "true positive," "true negative," and "false positive." "True positive" means that the trajectory positively belongs to this trajectory cluster and that it has been assigned to this trajectory cluster. "True negative" indicates that the trajectory negatively belongs to this trajectory cluster but that it has been assigned to this trajectory cluster. "False positive" means that the trajectory positively belongs to this trajectory cluster but that it has not been assigned to this trajectory cluster. As previously illustrated, "True Positive" is the correct match situation, whereas "True negative" and "false positive" are the incorrect match situations. When the value of β is extremely small, determining match accuracy is difficult. In this experiment, β is valued starting from 0.7 and is increased by the step length of 0.05 (as shown in Table 4 ). The experimental results show that regardless of the value of parameter β in the evaluation model, the ratio of "true negative" and "false positive" is sufficiently low in the clustering process of this method. The ratio of the "true positive" type is higher than 95%. The experimental results show the effectiveness of our method in classifying moving objects into different trajectory clusters and the credibility of the classification indexing and expression of moving objects in video synopsis.
Conclusions and Discussion
An approach called surveillance video synopsis in GIS is constructed in this paper. This approach comprehensively analyzes and integrates the expression between video and geospatial information while simultaneously improving video browsing efficiency. Based on the results of video moving object extraction and geospatial position, we constructed a moving object storage model, applied a virtual geographic scene as the background of video synopsis, and used the fusion expression mode on the geographical scene and moving object subgraphs. The moving object trajectories are clustered based on their geospatial directions to create a video synopsis. Our approach can sequentially and efficiently express video moving objects and integrate dynamic video information with geospatial information in GIS, thereby considerably reducing the display time. The main contributions of this work are as follows:
(1) This study proposed an approach for video synopsis in GIS by extensively applying the model to the integration of video moving objects and GIS. (2) The proposed approach improves video browsing efficiency while integrating the expression of video and geospatial information. (3) This work describes the general process and technical details of video synopsis in GIS, discusses the characteristics of the moving object expression model, and evaluates the timing compression rate and moving object retrieval accuracy in the realization of video synopsis.
Notably, our method for video synopsis could only be applied to geographical scenes where crowd movements are dispersed. For geographical scenes with intensive pedestrian movement flow, our video synopsis method is not suitable for browsing videos in a short time. In the future, we will attempt to analyze geospatial video flow, traffic, and other sports streams. We will also attempt to jointly utilize mobile location cameras, multi-camera surveillance networks, and other related constraints in the field of video synopsis.
